
COLOMBO: Sri Lanka deployed hun-
dreds of soldiers to destroy mosquito
breeding grounds as the country battles
the spread of deadly dengue fever that
has killed a record 215 people this year,
officials said yesterday. Humid monsoon
weather, stagnant water from recent
flooding, as well as mounting piles of
rotting garbage accumulating in the

capital, have combined to create abun-
dant areas for mosquitoes to multiply.

This has caused rates of dengue, a
tropical disease that is spread by mos-
quitoes, to surge to over 71,000 people
infected in the first six months of this
year, a record figure that far surpasses
last year ’s  total  of  55,000.  Troops,
backed by police and health officials,

have launched an intensive campaign
to identify dengue hotspots to be
sprayed with insecticides, the military
said in a statement.

“Twenty five teams will separately
move into the worst-affected areas in
and around Colombo and search for
dengue breeding spots and other vulner-
able areas,” the statement said. The scale

of the spread of the disease has been
unprecedented and caught Sri Lankan
authorities off guard. Health ministry offi-
cials said the 215 deaths in the first six
months of this year compared with 78
reported during the whole of 2016. 

Authorities have blamed a garbage
disposal crisis in Colombo for the spread
of dengue. The country’s main rubbish tip

collapsed in April, crushing dozens of
homes and killing 32 people. With
nowhere to take the trash, municipal col-
lection has drastically slowed and led to
huge piles on the streets which authori-
ties say help mosquito-breeding.
Stagnant water left behind after last
month’s flooding was also seen as con-
tributing to the spread of dengue.—AFP 

Sri Lanka deploys troops to tackle dengue crisis
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BEIJING: China is drilling deep into the ocean
floor in the hope of tapping vast deposits of a
frozen fossil fuel known as “combustible ice” but
it will be years before it is part of the global ener-
gy mix. Gas hydrates are found in the seabed as
well as beneath permafrost but experts say
extracting methane from the ice crystals is tech-
nologically challenging and expensive. Energy-
guzzling China, one of several countries hoping
to exploit the hard-to-reach resource to meet
growing demand, recently announced a “historic
breakthrough” in drilling tests in the South China
Sea.In six weeks China extracted more than
235,000 cubic meters of gas hydrate off the
coast of Guangdong province, according to a
statement on the China Geological Survey’s
website. “China has beaten expectations in com-
pleting the trial explorations of combustible ice

using local innovations in technology and engi-
neering,” said Ye Jianliang, head of the
Guangzhou Marine Geology Survey. “It marks a
historic breakthrough,” he added.

Substantial deposits 
One cubic meter of gas hydrate, which is also

known as “flammable ice” because methane can
ignite, releases 164 cubic meters of conventional
natural gas once extracted, the US Department
of Energy says. Methane is extracted by heating
or reducing the pressure inside the well to break
down the hydrates. Estimates for the size of the
planet’s gas hydrate deposits vary widely but the
US department says it could exceed “the com-
bined energy content of all other known fossil
fuels”. Analysts say the substantial resource
could be a “game changer” for countries that

have limited access to conventional natural gas.
“The perfect example is Japan because they
don’t have much conventional gas and for them
it could be an important reserve,” said Ingo
Pecher, a senior lecturer in the science faculty at
New Zealand’s University of Auckland. 

Japan is heavily reliant on liquefied natural
gas imports, with most of the country’s fleet of
nuclear reactors still offline more than six years
after the 2011 tsunami disaster at Fukushima.
But Pecher said: “It boils down to economics.”
While known and presumed gas hydrate
deposits have been identified from New Zealand
to Alaska, the challenge is to find ones that are
highly concentrated and accessible. 

Huge potential   
Several countries are hoping to turn gas

hydrate into a viable source of energy, including
Japan which has reported drilling success off its
Pacific coast. The United States, which is also
looking into the potential of gas hydrate, has
obtained positive results from exploratory
drilling in the Gulf of Mexico. But commercially
viable production is “another 10 years” away,
said Paul Duerloo, partner and managing direc-
tor at Boston Consulting Group in Tokyo. “We
know where the resource is, the technology we
need to apply but the production rates out of
the wells are not commercially sustainable at
the current prices,” said Duerloo, noting that
shale gas, another unconventional energy
source that faced similar challenges, took a long
time to “take off”. 

China expects to start commercial production
of gas hydrate “around 2030”, according to the
Ministry of Land and Resources. Another con-
cern surrounding gas hydrate extraction is the
potential for methane-a greenhouse gas-to leak
into the atmosphere and fuel global warming,
said Xu Yuan, associate professor at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong’s geography and
resource management department.
Nevertheless, gas hydrates have “huge potential”
if the cost and technological hurdles can be
overcome, he added.—AFP

China taps combustible ice 
for growing energy needs

Substantial resource could be game changer

BOYNTON BEACH: US war veteran Chad Brown
suffers from PTSD after serving in Iraq and
Somalia, has been homeless and classified as
mentally disabled, sold his blood for $20 a pop
and tried to kill himself. Now he has found some
semblance of redemption in the swamps of
Florida, mucking around with disadvantaged
inner city youths to catch snakes and get a taste of
nature as he works to connect with other people.

The project is the brain child of a Portland-
based NGO called Soul River. The kids find adult
mentors while the vets gain some perspective
on life, says Brown, a decorated Navy veteran
who founded the organization. On this particu-
lar day Brown is with another vet and five
youths in the Loxahatchee nature reserve, on
Florida’s east coast, when a Burmese python
slithers out of a sack that a forestry official had
been holding it in.

One of the kids, 14-year-old Gabriel Bliss, tries

to trap the snake as he has been taught. But he
messes up-and it bites him. “That’s the coolest
thing,” said Bliss, showing off his bleeding hand.
Later, the group troops off into a swamp with
muck up to their hips infested with mosquitoes
and alligators. But a Florida Everglades guide
assures them that the big-toothed critters do
not like human flesh. All the humans get are bug
bites. Brown founded Soul River in 2011 after
concluding that a simple sport-fly fishing-was
the only thing that helped him battle his PTSD.

Natural medicine    
Brown left the Navy in 1994 and bottomed

out in 2000 when he was admitted to a psychi-
atric ward and thought he had lost everything.
But life changed when he ventured out into
nature. He went fishing. “When I was hooking in
on my first fish, I was laughing and I was proud
and I felt all this medication that I was taking

was coming out of my system, basically,” Brown
said. He went to tell his doctors how much it
helped. Their answer: keep doing it.

“I started to fish more, and fly fishing became
a very, very critical lifestyle pivot piece of my life.
It was like a medicine for me,” the 45-year-old
Texan said. In 2011, Brown decided to share this
unexpected kind of therapy with underprivi-
leged youths in Portland, where he lives now,
and with fellow war vets. “We give them an
opportunity to find themselves as I found myself
on the river,” he said.

Such is the case of young Bliss, who decided
to take on herpetology-the study of reptiles and
amphibians-after his snake bite. And then there
is Tyrell Hall, 16, who used to dream of being a
football player but now wants to study birds and
become an ornithologist. But these kids find
mentors in other ways, too. 

Eighteen year-old Citlalli Briseno said that she
has never met her father. “There was a lot of
anger and resentment towards him and just
being in this organization, seeing men that actu-
ally have families, that actually care for their fam-
ilies and being exposed to different things that I
can do that are productive in my community, it’s
really eye-opening and it helps out a lot,” said
Briseno. In 2013 the US Fish and Wildlife Service
began providing subsidies for Soul River, which
has altogether taken some 300 young people
and vets on expeditions in Oregon, Alaska and
now Florida. Brown worries about the effect
President Donald Trump’s proposed deep budg-
et cuts would have on his program.

Money is tight 
Trump’s proposed 2018 budget for the Fish

and Wildlife Service calls for $1.3 billion in fund-
ing-a 13 percent cut compared to the previous
year. The programs that would be eliminated
include Soul River. Trump’s budget proposal still
needs to undergo congressional review and
debate, but budget cuts even this year are hurt-
ing Soul River. The Fish and Wildlife Service in
Alaska promised half of what it gave in 2016,
said Brown.

“That hurt me. It hurt me a lot,” said Brown.
He starts crying and fails to finish his sentence.
Kristen Gilbert,  a Fish and Wildlife official
involved in the Alaska trips, said she is sorry
about the funding cuts. “I think what Chad does,
particularly with veterans and youth, is really
interesting because he comes at a different
angle than just the recreation aspect,” Gilbert
said. She especially praised the “healing and
nature aspect” of Soul River.

To compensate, Brown is seeking private
donations and corporate sponsorships. Brown
made the Everglades trip with financing from a
fishing tackle company, and plans to take anoth-
er group to the Arctic this year. But the overall
number of trips is down to half of what it was in
2016. Brown said this is a personal beef because
Trump made better treatment of war vets one of
his main campaign promises. “It’s very disap-
pointing,” he said. —AFP

MEXICO CITY: Mexico enacted a perma-
nent ban on gillnet fishing in the northern
Gulf of California on Friday in a bid to pro-
tect the critically endangered porpoise
known as the vaquita marina. The measure,
which makes permanent a temporary ban
in place since April 2015, is the first step
toward fulfilling an agreement reached this
month by President Enrique Pena Nieto
and the foundations of actor Leonardo
DiCaprio and telecom billionaire Carlos
Slim to try to save the vaquita.

The diminutive vaquita is the world’s
smallest and most endangered marine
mammal, with only about two-dozen
remaining in their habitat in the upper Gulf.
Their numbers have been greatly reduced
in recent decades by the illegal use of gill-
nets, which are primarily used to catch the
totoaba fish but can ensnare and kill
vaquitas as well. The World Wildlife Fund
issued a statement supporting the ban. 

“This is a fantastic and encouraging step
forward in the path to saving the vaquita,

provided the ban is fully enforced and
accompanied by fishing alternatives for
local communities,” acting CEO Jorge
Rickards was quoted as saying. Despite
authorities’ oft-expressed commitment to
saving the vaquita, enforcement has not
been entirely effective. The swim bladder of
the totoaba is prized in China and can sell
for huge sums, offering a powerful financial
incentive for fishermen to pursue that
catch at the vaquita’s expense.

The newly permanent measure provides
for monitoring in the region especially for
fishing vessels and landing sites. It will be
illegal to transport gillnets into the area,
and fishermen will be required to report
any lost gear to avoid harming the delicate
ecosystem. Mexico is the first country to
enact such a ban on gillnets, also known as
ghost nets due to their invisibility to
marine mammals. “Great news as the per-
manent ban on gillnets has been made offi-
cial,” DiCaprio said in a Twitter message that
was retweeted by Pena Nieto.—AP

NEW YORK: Health officials are warning
new moms about the potential dangers of
taking pills made from their placenta, after
an Oregon infant’s infection was tied to the
practice. Trendy among some mothers, the
practice of eating the placenta after giving
birth is believed by some to help with post-
partum depression, breast milk production
and energy levels. It’s taken off in the last
decade, touted by some celebrity moms
and promoted on the internet. Now tens of
thousands of US moms do it, according to a
rough estimate by researchers at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

But in an unusual report published
Thursday, a group of doctors and health
officials say the capsules appear to have
caused an infant ’s il lness in Portland,
Oregon, last fall. The authors said moms
should avoid taking them, noting that the
making of placenta capsules is not regulat-
ed and there’s no guarantee they are free of
harmful germs. The researchers include
some lab scientists at the US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. A CDC
spokeswoman said the agency hasn’t taken
a formal position on placenta pills, and that
the warning was the authors’ conclusion.

Still, it’s perhaps the strongest state-
ment to date by any medical authorities
against the practice, said Sharon Young, a
UNLV researcher who has studied the prac-
tice. She said there isn’t good medical evi-
dence yet that it is beneficial. One UNLV
study found placenta pills were a no better

source of iron than dummy pills. “I’ve heard
physicians say there’s no benefit to doing it,
that it’s pointless. But I can’t remember a
statement so strongly advising against it,
from a physician or anyone,” she said. Last
fall, the Oregon baby fell ill twice with a
strep infection. 

The first time, investigators believe the
mom passed an infection to her child dur-
ing birth. Later, the mom started taking
placenta capsules. The child got sick again
weeks later, and health officials think the
pills played a role. Tests found the bacteria
in the placenta pills. The mother had sent
her placenta to a company that offers to
clean, slice and dehydrate it, then grind it
and put it into gelatin capsules, according
to the report. It’s possible the company -
which was not identified - failed to heat
the placenta enough to kill germs, the
authors said.

The placenta grows in the uterus during
pregnancy and provides oxygen and nutri-
ents to the fetus. Most mammal mothers
eat placentas after giving birth - camels
and humans traditionally were the excep-
tions. Ground placenta was a treatment in
ancient Chinese medicine, though it wasn’t
standard practice for new mothers, Young
said. Moms didn’t really start doing it until
it popped up as part of a natural birth
movement in the late 1960s and 1970s, she
said. The most common method is capsules
prepared by doulas or midwives, according
to Young.—AP

BEIJING: This photo shows a semi-submersible drilling platform in the waters off Yantai, in
China’s Shandong province.—AFP

War vets, inner city youth 
join to trap Florida pythons

BOYNTON BEACH: War veteran Chad Brown, left, and Riley Brooks ride through the Everglades
during an airboat tour at the Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refugee in
Boynton Beach, Florida.—AFP photos

BOYNTON BEACH: A youth group makes their way during a canoe trial into the Everglades.

AT SEA: This illustration of a Vaquita Marina, provided by Greenpeace, shows an
image of the highly endangered sea mammal swimming in the sea.—AP 

Mexico bans gillnet fishing in 
endangered porpoise’s habitat

Oregon infant’s illness prompts 
warning about placenta pills

MONTANA: This file photo shows dehydrated placenta capsules in Columbia,
Montana.—AP


